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Abstract: The rapid emergence of quantum computing threatens current Supervisory Control and
Data Acquisition (SCADA) security standards, mainly, American Gas Association (AGA)-12. There-
fore, researchers are developing various security schemes based on either quantum or post-quantum
algorithms. However, the efficiency of quantum algorithms impacts the security of the post-quantum
digital signature scheme. We propose an intrusion resistant algorithm exploiting and applying
quantum principles in the post-quantum signature algorithm. We use the Bennett 1992 (B92) protocol,
a quantum key distribution scheme, to obtain the cipher, and the practical Stateless Hash-based Sig-
natures (SPHINCS)-256 protocol to obtain a post-quantum signature. However, instead of Chacha-12,
a well-known cryptographically secure pseudo-random number generator, we apply a quantum
random number generator to obtain a truly random Hash to Obtain Random Subset (HORS) sig-
nature with Tree (HORST) secret key used in SPHINCS-256. We have implemented the design in
Python with the Quantum Information Toolkit. We have validated the proposed algorithm using the
Probabilistic Model Checking for Performance and Reliability Analysis (PRISM) and Scyther tools.
Moreover, the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) statistical tests show that the
proposed algorithm key pairs have randomness of 98% and RSA and ECDSA are below 96%.

Keywords: Network security; quantum cryptography; qubits; post-quantum cryptography

1. Introduction

Many industries and organizations have adopted Supervisory Control and Data Ac-
quisition (SCADA) systems to control and monitor industrial processes such as water
management, oil and gas industry, traffic management, and nuclear power plants. The sig-
nificance of SCADA systems is directly proportional to the required security level to protect
them from cyber attacks [1,2]. Existing standards, including the American Gas Association
(AGA)-12, used in SCADA systems are vulnerable to traditional and quantum attacks.
The primary quantum algorithms to crack traditional cryptographic schemes are Shor’s
algorithm [3] and Grover’s algorithm [4]. Shor’s algorithm is an approach to solve the
factoring problem by finding the order or period of the particular function in the problem.
A classical computer can easily calculate the periods of a function. However, for large
numbers, we need a quantum computer using superposition to solve the order-finding
problem efficiently. Grover’s approach is a quantum search algorithm to find a particular
element, given an array of m elements [5,6].

AGA-12 mainly adopts three algorithms; namely, Rivest–Shamir–Adleman (RSA) for
key management, Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) for encryption and Elliptic Curve
Digital Signature (ECDSA) for digital signature with the Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA-1)
hash function [1].

The boom of quantum computing is both beneficial and detrimental to cyber-physical
systems. Gidney et al. [7] practically proved that the Shor’s algorithm is capable of
cracking RSA-2048 within 8 hours with 20 million qubits. However, while a classical search
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algorithm takes O(N), an exhaustive search by Grover’s algorithm takes O(
√

N). Thus,
it weakens the key strength of AES-256 to only 64 bits. A hash algorithm should be both
preimage and collision-resistant. However, Google has cracked SHA-1 by launching a
collision attack [8]. The SHA-2,3 remains safe at present. An attack on SHA-2,3 requires
on the order of 2256 queries in a non-quantum setting and, 2128 queries in a quantum
setting [8]. Thus, SHA-2,3 has security level on the order of 2256 in classical hardware and
2128 in quantum hardware.

Quantum computing endangers stable cyber-physical security, and researchers are
developing solutions to mitigate the quantum threat. The solutions involve quantum
and post-quantum cryptography to secure cyber-physical systems from future attacks
by quantum computing [9]. Quantum cryptography involves quantum key distribution
protocols that exploit the laws of quantum physics, superposition and entanglement
principle to secure against Shor’s algorithm [10,11]. Whereas, post-quantum cryptography
uses algorithms based on mathematical operations that are quantum-resistant and can
inter-operate with classical network protocols [12].

One of the many post-quantum cryptography areas is the set of hash-based algorithms
to generate a digital signature, which is secure against preimage and collision attacks by a
quantum computer [13]. A first preimage attack attempts to recover a message m from only
the hash value such that H = hash(m). A second preimage attack finds another message
n such that m 6= n and hash(m)= hash(n). A collision attack aims to retrieve two different
messages m and n, such that hash(m) = hash(n) [8,14]. SPHINCS-256 is a high-security post-
quantum stateless hash-based signature scheme that uses two types of signatures, namely,
an extension of Winternitz One-time Signature (WOTS+) and Hash to Obtain Random
Subset (HORS) signature with Tree (HORST) for few time signature [13]. SPHINCS-256
uses a pseudo-random number generator based on Chacha-12, for generating the HORST
secret-key. In 2008, Bernstein et al. [15] proposed Chacha, a cryptanalysis-resistant stream
cipher algorithm that maps an input stream to a novel and irreversible output stream [16].
Chacha-12 is an extension of Chacha [17].

However, Chailloux et al. [18] proposed an efficient collision search algorithm based
on quantum logic gates, which reduces the security level of post-quantum from 2128 to
2119.6. Thus, a quantum attack requires reduced number of queries, which is on the
order of 2119.6, to crack a post-quantum algorithm. Therefore, it is crucial to strengthen
the security of post-quantum hash algorithms. Moreover, the emergence of quantum
computing has facilitated the application of quantum physics in resource-constrained
devices. For example, researchers at the University of Bristol have introduced the chip-
based Quantum Key Distribution (QKD) in 2017, and the ID Quantique company has
developed a true Quantum Random Number Generator (QRNG) Chip and QKD systems
as well [19,20].

1.1. Contributions

This paper proposes a novel security scheme for SCADA systems with the following
contributions:

• We propose an intrusion immune SCADA framework by incorporating quantum and
post-quantum security scheme. We use the B92 protocol to generate a secret quantum
key for encryption and SPHINCS-256, a preimage and collision-resistant algorithm to
obtain a digital signature with a true random number generator.

• In general, SPHINCS-256 uses a Pseudo-Random Number Generator (PRNG) based
on Chacha-12 to generate a secret key of the HORST tree. However, to increase the
security of SPHINCS-256, we introduce QRNG to obtain a non-deterministic and truly
random HORST secret key.

• In general, SPHINCS-256 sends a message, public key and digital signature over the
public channel. In our proposed scheme, we replace the message with the cipher
obtained in the encryption phase.
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1.2. Outline of the Paper

Section 2 describes the related work to our proposed scheme. Section 3 discusses the
research questions for existing SCADA security standards based on current attacks and pos-
sible quantum threats. We also discuss the research questions for the post-quantum scheme,
namely, SPHINCS-256. Section 4 describes the proposed framework. Sections 5 and 6
present the formal analysis and statistical analysis of the framework, respectively. Section 7
provides conclusion and scope for future work. Table 1 provides a list of abbreviations.

Table 1. List of Abbreviations and Notations.

Abbreviations/Notations Definitions

SCADA Supervisory control and data acquisition

AGA-12 American Gas Association-12

RSA Rivest–Shamir–Adleman

AES Advanced Encryption Standard

ECDSA Elliptic Curve Digital Signature

SHA Secure Hash Algorithm

SPHINCS Stateless Hash-based Signatures

B92 Bennett 1992 protocol

BB84 Bennett and Brassard 1984 protocol

QKD Quantum Key Distribution

HORS Hash to Obtain Random Subset

HORST Hash to Obtain Random Subset signature with Tree

OTS One-time signature

FTS Few-Time signature

WOTS+ Winternitz One-time Signature

PRISM Probabilistic Model Checking for Performance and Reliability Analysis

NIST National Institute of Standards and Technology

QRNG Quantum Random Number Generator

PRNG Pseudo-Random Number Generator

LOTSS Lamport One-Time Signature Scheme

MSS Merkle-Signature Scheme

RTU Remote Terminal Unit

MTU Master Terminal Unit

QBER Quantum bit error rate

ECC Error Correction Code

R-S Reed-Solomon code

IoT Internet of Things

w Parameter used to generate Winternitz One-time Signature

M Number of messages

Xi Public key of Merkle-Signature Scheme

Yi Private key of Merkle-Signature Scheme

i Leaf index

K Number of published HORST secret key elements
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Table 1. Cont.

Abbreviations/Notations Definitions

t Number of HORST secret key elements

n Security parameter refers to bit-length

m Bit-length of message

d Layers of the hypertree

h Height of the hypertree

N Number of qubits

2. Related Work

Cyber-physical systems, including SCADA systems, are threatened by classical and
quantum attacks [1]. Researchers and organizations have proposed various standards and
algorithms to provide resistance against these threats. We briefly review part of related
work from four aspects, namely, current standards for SCADA, quantum key distribution,
and post-quantum digital signature.

2.1. Current Standard: AGA-12

The American Gas Association (AGA) has proposed a standard with the primary
goal of providing a cost and time-efficient security scheme for SCADA systems. The
AGA-12 standard has three main phases, namely, key management, encryption, and digital
signature [1,21] that use the following algorithms, respectively.

• RSA with a blue minimum key size of 1024 bits
• AES with a minimum key size of 128 bits
• ECDSA Digital Signature using SHA-1 with a minimum key size of 160 bits.

Gidney et al [7] have hypothetically broken the RSA algorithm using Shor’s algorithm
and provides estimation of the quantum resources needed. Grover’s algorithm has weak-
ened AES. ECDSA algorithm is no longer secure against quantum computing and, SHA-1
fails to provide collision resistance [22,23]. Therefore, AGA-12 is a weak standard to protect
SCADA systems from existing attacks as well as possible quantum attacks.

2.2. Quantum Key Distribution

In a traditional key exchange protocol, the key strength depends on the mathematical
complexity. Moreover, classical computers operate with ‘bits’ with a state 0 or 1. Shor’s
algorithm on quantum hardware has been proven to crack traditional cryptography like
RSA. However, we can mitigate attacks based on quantum algorithms, which factorize
large numbers, by using quantum key distribution (QKD). Existing QKD protocols exploit
quantum physics laws and make it difficult to measure the quantum state of a qubit without
disturbing its a state. The quantum computers operate with ‘qubits’ as the basic unit of
information with a state 0 or 1 or a superposed state [9,10,24].

The two QKD protocol categories, based on the principles used, are mainly, Heisen-
berg’s uncertainty principle and quantum entanglement. In any QKD protocol using
Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle, the protocol prepares a qubit such that it is not possible
to copy the state of qubit without disturbing its state. It is based on the No-Cloning theo-
rem [25]. During the transmission from sender to receiver, the disturbance in the qubit state
enables the system to detect an eavesdropper. In the entanglement-based QKD protocol,
both the sender and receiver use entangled photons to generate the secret key [10,11,26].

In this paper, we review two primary examples of Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle-
based QKD, namely, BB84 and B92 protocol. The BB84 protocol, proposed by Bennett and
Brassard in 1984 [27], involves two parties generating a secret key using two channels,
namely, quantum and public channel. The sender polarizes the photon by using one of
the two bases, rectilinear and diagonal. The basis refers to the pairs of orthogonal states.
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The rectilinear basis generates either of the two polarization states: 0◦, 90◦. The diagonal
basis generates either 45◦ or 135◦ [9,11]. When the receiver measures the qubits, there is a
50% probability of using the wrong basis. Further, the probability of getting a correct qubit
state using the wrong basis is 50%. Thus, 25% of the qubits measured by the receiver are
incorrect [9,24]. In 1992, Bennett proposed a simplified version of the BB84 protocol named
B92 [28]. It handles only one of two polarization states for each basis. The rectilinear basis
encodes a 0-bit state into a 0◦ polarized state. The diagonal basis encodes a 1-bit state into
a 45◦ polarized state. In B92, when the receiver selects the wrong basis, it does not measure
anything. This condition is called erasure [11].

Both BB84 and B92 algorithms have four main phases, namely, quantum key exchange,
key sifting, error calculation, and error correction and privacy amplification. The mech-
anism in the key sifting phase of B92 differs from that in BB84. In B92, the key sifting is
more efficient since a wrong basis does not measure qubits. Unlike BB84, B92 uses only
one of two polarization states for each basis, making the protocol more efficient than BB84.
In BB84, the wrong basis can be used to measure qubits, and there is a 50% probability
of getting the correct qubit and a 50% probability of getting an incorrect qubit. In B92,
when the receiver selects the wrong basis, it does not measure anything. This condition
is called erasure. Thus, the receiver does not need to worry about reading incorrect bits
because of measuring them wrong.

Nurhadi et al. [11] provides a survey on QKD protocols involving BB84 and B92,
performed simulations that show B92 has a lower error value than BB84. One hypothetical
reason is that the number of attempts to measure the attacker’s qubits is low in B92.
Another reason is that in the B92 protocol, the threshold for tolerating error can be set to
a lower value. The lower the threshold, the more secure the protocol.The QKD protocol
focuses on secure key distribution. It mainly focuses on attacks launched by quantum
algorithms that factorize more significant numbers. It does not address authentication.

2.2.1. Possible Technical Limitations in QKD Deployment Scenarios

When deploying low-cost QKD; the following limitations can affect the performance
of the security framework.

• Key Rate: Achieving a high key rate can be challenging while deploying the security
framework in a low-cost hardware setting. For high volumes of network traffic,
QKD needs to improve the development of secure key rate generation. One of the
approaches is to increase the performance of the detectors. A detector with high
efficiency and short resolving time can increase the key rate [29]. Eleni et al. [29]’s
research shows that a QKD can be performed on an optical fiber at a data rate of
1Mbps over a distance of 50 km.

• Distance: QKD protocols provided only point-to-point communication between the
RTU and MTU using a quantum channel with noise from channel imperfections.
The distance between the RTU and MTU can be increased by increasing the length
of the quantum channel. However, the distance between the two units is directly
proportional to the noise in the channel. Thus, increasing the point-to-point distance
in QKD protocols is not practically feasible. In a QKD, it is crucial to reduce the
channel noise as much as possible to improve the key rate and to estimate the noise
value accurately. Moreover, the low noise of single-photon detectors plays a crucial
role in tolerating losses. For example, a superconducting nanowire single-photon
detector in a sub-zero temperature can tolerate a loss of 72 dB, which is equivalent to
around 360 km of standard single-mode fiber [29].

2.3. Post Quantum Digital Signature Scheme

A classical exhaustive search algorithm costs O(N) and a Grover’s search costs
O(
√

N). A preimage and collision attack on existing classical hash functions can be
launched using Grover’s algorithm with quantum settings [30]. Both attacks need 2256

queries in non-quantum hardware, and 2128 queries in a quantum black box model [22].
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Therefore, researchers have proposed various post-quantum digital signatures and hash
algorithms for authentication.

There are four families of post-quantum cryptography, namely, lattice-based, multi-
variate, hash-based, and code-based cryptography. In this paper, we briefly review the
following hash signature schemes.

2.3.1. Lamport Signature

Lamport One-Time Signature Scheme (LOTSS) uses any secure cryptographic hash
functions to generate a public key to sign a message. The advantage of using any hash
function makes LOTSS versatile. However, LOTSS becomes insecure if there is a possibility
of hash function exposure. Another disadvantage is the large size of the public and private
keys. For example, a message M = {0, 1}k, when k ∈ Z+, will have 2*k hash values from
the hash function of at least 160 bits to provide a security level of minimum O(280). Thus,
both private and public key size is of at least 160*2*k = 320*k bits [31].

2.3.2. Winternitz One-Time Signature Scheme

To address the large key size of LOTSS, Winternitz One-time Signature Scheme
(WOTS), an optimized version of LOTSS, uses a parameter w. A larger value of w means
smaller signature size. However, the time cost of the WOTS scheme increases as w increases.
The signature size decreases linearly, and the time cost increases exponentially [31].

2.3.3. Merkle-Signature Scheme

The main disadvantages of the one-time signature schemes (OTS) are (i) large public
key size and (ii) the need for a new public key generation for each message. The Merkle-
Signature Scheme (MSS) addresses the flaw of OTS by generating one public key to sign
more than one message. The number of messages should be a power of 2 such that M = 2n.
It generates the public Xi and private keys Yi such that Yi is within 1 ≤ i ≤2n and hash
function is hi= H(Yi). It creates a hash tree with leaf level i = 0 and the root level i = n [31].

2.3.4. HORS and HORST

In 2002, Reyzin et al. [32] proposed a few-time signature scheme using hash functions.
It uses two parameters t = 2τ for τ ∈ N and k ∈ N. The hash value of message is m such that
m = k log t = kτ. HORS uses two keys, a secret key consisting of t random values obtained
from a pseudorandom number generator. The public key is obtained from the t hashes of
the random values in the secret key, and the signature contains k secret key values [33].

In 2015, Bernstein et al. [13] proposed HORS tree (HORST) for the SPHINCS protocol,
which we have used in our proposed framework. HORST reduces the public key size
and signature of the HORS scheme. However, it increases the runtime of the algorithm.
The public key generated in HORST is the root of a binary hash tree of height log t.
The leaves of the tree are public-key elements of the root key. The signature generated
has k secret values and authentication path for each value [13]. SPHINCS-256, exhibited
in our proposed scheme, comprises Merkle tree, WOTS, and HORST signature scheme.
Due to the rapid inception of quantum computing, quantum algorithms have the potential
to crack long term security protocols, and improving the efficiency of quantum algorithms
can crack post-quantum schemes. Therefore, we need to build up a security system that
mitigates such threats. Table 2 provides a synthesis of all the research work related to the
proposed algorithm.
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Table 2. Related algorithms to provide security current and possible attacks.

Authors Algorithm/
Organization Overview Advantages Disadvantages

American Gas
Association AGA-12

AGA-12 was
developed to provide
security as well as
to save time and
computation cost.

It provides
confidentiality,
integrity and
authentication.

It fails to provide
availability and is
vulnerable
against quantum attacks.

Bennett et al.
1984 BB84

It is Heisenberg’s
uncertainty principle
based
QKD proposed
by Bennett and
Brassard in 1984.
It uses two polarization
states for each basis.

It is resistant against
quantum attack,
mainly, Shor’s algorithm.

There are possible
practical challenges,
based on distance and
key rate,
in real time application.

Bennett 1992 B92

In 1992, Bennett proposed
a simplified version of the
BB84 protocol named B92.
It handles only one
of two polarization
states for each basis.

It is resistant against
quantum attack,
mainly, Shor’s algorithm.

There are possible
practical challenges,
based on distance
and key rate,
in real-time application.

Lamport 1992 LOTSS

It uses any secure
cryptographic hash functions
to generate a public key
to sign a message

It is versatile.

Exposure of
hash function reduces
the security of LOTSS.
It generates large key size.

Robert 1979 WOTS It is an optimized
version of LOTSS.

It has smaller
signature size.

The signature size
decreases linearly,
and the time cost
increases exponentially

Merkle 1979 MSS

It is a stateful hash-based
signature scheme
which creates a single
binary hash tree to generate
signature and key pair,
using OTS scheme.

It uses one public key to
sign multiple messages.

The signature size
and key sizes have
been improved later
in the extension of MSS.

Leonid et al.
2002

HORS
and
HORST

HORS is a few-time
signature scheme
using hash functions.
HORST is HORS
with a binary hash tree.

Both of them efficiently
generates quantum safe
signatures.
HORST reduces the public
key size and signature
of the HORS scheme.

When compared to WOTS,
the signature size is relatively
larger.
HORST increases the time cost
of the HORS algorithm.

Bernstein et al.
2015 SPHINCS

It is a stateless hash
signature scheme using
hyper-tree with OTS
and FTS.

It efficiently generates
quantum safe signatures.
It provides 2128 security
against quantum gates.

Chailloux et al. [18]
proposed an efficient
algorithm to reduce the
security level of
post quantum
from 2128 to 2119.6 .
It sends message,
public key and digital
signature over
the public channel

The authors.
2020

The proposed
algorithm

It uses an intrusion
resistant security
framework
based on quantum and
post-quantum security
scheme.

It replaces the message
in SPHINCS-256 with
cipher. It uses
quantum random number
generator to obtain
truly random
HORST secret key.

The computation cost
of our proposed
SPHINCS-QRNG is
higher than that of AGA-12
and the existing
SPHINCS-PRNG algorithm
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3. Research Questions

We propose a collision-resistant framework for SCADA systems which uses both
quantum and post-quantum algorithm. We developed the proposed scheme based on the
two sets of research questions.

3.1. Set1

Set 1 focuses on the research problem of AGA-12.

• Does AGA-12 provide confidentiality, integrity and authentication against quantum attacks?
• Does AGA-12 key management provide resistance against Shor’s algorithm?
• Will AGA-12 encryption and digital signature provide enough resistance against

Grover’s algorithm?

3.2. Set2

Set 2 focuses on the research problem of the post-quantum digital signature, namely,
SPHINCS-256. In 2017, Chailloux et al. [18] proposed an efficient quantum collision search
algorithm and presented its implications on symmetric cryptography. The authors also
proved that it reduces the security level of post-quantum algorithms from 2128 to 2119.6.
It reckons the following research questions, which we address in our scheme.

• Can we increase the security level of SPHINCS-256?
• Can a post-quantum algorithm use the laws of quantum physics to increase security?

4. Proposed Scheme

To address the research questions in Set 1, we developed an algorithm that includes
the following three phases: key generation, encryption and authentication. We have used
the B92 protocol for key generation and encryption, and SPHINCS-256 for integrity and
authentication. Moreover, to address the research questions in Set 2, we have modified the
SPHINCS-256 algorithm. The SPHINCS-256 algorithm has four main components, namely,
PRNG based on Chacha-12 algorithm for HORST secret-key generation and expansion,
hashing in WOTS and HORS public-key generation, hashing in trees, Chacha Permutation
used in trees. Furthermore, the sender transmits a combination of signature, message, and
SPHINCS-256 public key to the receiver. In our proposed algorithm, we use the quantum
random number generator (QRNG), instead of pseudo random number generator (PRNG),
to generate a truly random HORST secret key. Instead of the message, the sender sends
the cipher along with signature and public key to the receiver. Figure 1 provides a brief
overview of the steps in our proposed scheme.

Figure 1. The Proposed Scheme Model
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In the following, we present an overview of our proposed scheme.

• Key Generation: The quantum key is generated from the B92 protocol.
• Encryption: The quantum key is used to encrypt the message to obtain the cipher.
• Authentication: The SPHINCS-256 protocol is applied to generate a signature and

public key for verification and validation.

4.1. Key Generation

This subsection explains the first phase of our proposed algorithm. It explains the
mechanism of the B92 protocol to generate a key for encryption. For a better and easier
understanding of the B92 protocol, we have included the key sifting phase. However, key
sifting of B92 is slightly different from that in BB84.

We assume that the Remote Terminal Unit (RTU) is the sender, and Master Terminal
Unit (MTU) is the receiver. The key generation phase exhibits the B92 protocol, which com-
prises of the following sub-phases to generate a secret key, using quantum and public
channel [11,34].

4.1.1. Raw Key Exchange

The RTU generates a string of raw qubits with the help of either of the two basis,
rectilinear and diagonal, randomly. The rectilinear basis polarizes the 0-bit into a 0◦

polarized photon, and the diagonal basis polarizes the 1-bit into a +45◦ polarized photon.
The RTU sends the sequence of superposed state qubits, called raw qubits, to the MTU.
Furthermore, the raw key exchange utilizes the quantum channel, and the other sub-phases
use the public channel.

4.1.2. Key Sifting

The MTU has two sets of basis to measure the incoming string of qubits. The MTU has
the same pair of basis. However, the analyzer of MTU has polarisation states orthogonal
to that of the RTU’s. The MTU has a rectilinear basis with polarization state 90◦ and a
diagonal basis with polarization state −45◦.

When the MTU can measure the photon with polarisation of 90◦, that means the RTU
must have sent the qubit with polarization of +45◦ and hence the state of the qubit is 1.
Whereas, when the MTU can detect the photon with polarization −45◦, the state of qubit
must be 0. The MTU, measuring with a wrong basis, fails to read the qubit. The MTU
sends the string of the wrong basis to RTU over the public channel. The RTU discards the
bit corresponding to the MTU’s wrong basis and obtains the sifted key.

4.1.3. QBER Calculation

Both RTU and MTU extract a small portion from their sifted key and use it to calculate
the error rate. The RTU obtains the quantum bit error rate (QBER) by computing the ratio
of the number of errors and the total number of bits in MTU’s extracted key. Both the units
discard the extracted portion and acquire the sub-sifted key. In our simulation, we set the
threshold of noise or QBER up to 25%. If QBER > 25%, both units discard the process,
and when the QBER ≤ 25%, both units proceed to the next sub-phase.

4.1.4. Error Correction Code and Privacy Amplification

To resolve the errors in the subsifted key, both the units exhibit Reed-Solomon (R-
S) code. It is an error reconciliation algorithm that corrects multi-bit error with a low
computational overhead [35,36]. The R-S code also evaluates the confidentiality and
integrity of the subsifted key. The RTU encodes the key, which involves adding extra parity
bits and sends the codeword to the receiver. The MTU receives the codeword, decodes it,
and resolves the errors. Meanwhile, the eavesdropper fails to read the subsiftedkey [36,37].

The Reed Solomon(RS) error correction code has two modules: RS encoder and RS
decoder. The RS encoder module involves encoding the information with a Generator
polynomial to obtain the codeword. Therefore, it provides confidentiality to the informa-
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tion, however not to the codeword. The codeword is sent to the decoder, which applies
a decoding algorithm to correct the errors in the received codeword. When both units
perform error correction, they obtain the same subsifted key. However, to reduce any
information leakage during the R-S code, the MTU and the RTU hash the subsifted key
to obtain the final key. This mechanism is called privacy amplification, as it increases the
key secrecy.

4.1.5. Classical Channel Authentication in QKD

The primary contribution and focus of our research are to provide message authenti-
cation and integrity by using SPHINCS-256 with QRNG, instead of PRNG, in HORST and
by considering quantum key derived from QKD.

Our proposed algorithm has the basic steps which are predefined in QKD, namely,
Raw key generation (via Quantum channel), Key Sifting, Error Correction Code (ECC),
and Privacy Amplification (all three sub-phases via classical channel). The basic steps
ensure the key distribution of the quantum key. However, the classical channel in QKD
must be authenticated.

To address the above concern, we have introduced SPHINCS-256 in QKD to authenti-
cate the classical channel. Figures 2 and 3 provides an overall structure of our proposed
algorithm. Figure 2 illustrates all the sub phases of QKD. After Raw Key Generation, the
key sifting and QBER involves sending a series of wrong basis and extracted portion of
sifted key from the receiver to the sender over classical channel. During QBER and error
correction code phases, the sender sends the codeword over the classical channel. Each
information exchanged over the classical channel during QKD is fed to SPHINCS-256 for
message authentication.

Our proposed algorithm includes symmetric key generation using quantum key
distribution as opposed to relying on trusted third party or a pre-shared secret key scheme.
The QKD, itself, does not rely on a pre-shared secret key scheme or a trusted third party.
Moreover, the QKD uses a quantum-resistant post-quantum signature scheme during the
classical communication phase. Thus, the proposed integration of QKD and SPHINCS-
256, described in Figures 2 and 3, provides intrusion detection and security against both
quantum and classical attacks, unlike other traditional algorithms. Moreover, for our future
work, we will be performing comparative analysis of QKD authenticated by SPHINCS-256
and QKD authenticated by other universal hash algorithms.

Figure 2. The structure of our proposed scheme. It includes symmetric key generation, Encryption and message authentication.
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Figure 3. The structure of our proposed scheme. It includes decryption and signature validation.

4.1.6. Impact of the Use of QKD Technology on the Network Topology

A typical SCADA network topology consist of two primary units: (1) Master Terminal
Unit acting as the control center (2) Remote Terminal Unit acting as the field site which
gather information from sensors [1,38,39]. Our proposed algorithm mainly focuses on
securing communication between the RTU and MTU. The communication link between
the MTU and the RTU in the SCADA network topology is a point-to-point link.

When QKD is used on the network topology, the RTU and MTU are connected by
two channels: Quantum Channel (fiber optic) or Classical Channel (Internet or fiber optic).
If the SCADA network topology is based on hardwired communication, we can say that
2*N fiber optics are needed to deploy QKD [40]. The point-to-point link provides low
latency and fast communication. One major constraint of QKD on point-to-point network
topology is that if one of the communication links is broken, the entire network fails [39,41].
However, the impact of authenticated QKD in SCADA network also includes resistance
against intrusion and quantum attacks.

For future work in practical QKD research, a quantum channel can be designed which
is capable of carrying both quantum and classical information. It may lead to reduction of
number of fiber optics or, additional communication channel in a network topology.

4.2. Encryption and Digital Signature Algorithm

The procured quantum key encrypts the message to generate cipher. It addresses
information confidentiality. We use this generated cipher in the SPHINCS-256 algorithm
and send it along with the signature and public key via the public channel. We use the
stateless hash signature scheme, namely, SPHINCS, with a hyper-tree of height h and d
layers of trees. Each tree uses the Merkle approach and has a height of h/d. Between the
trees, it uses Goldreich’s construction by applying WOTS as a one-time signature (OTS)
scheme [13]. However, to sign the messages, the HORST scheme is used as a few-time
signature. Using hyper-tree and Goldreich’s construction significantly reduces the total
tree height and reduces the signature size. We discuss the various aspects of SPHINCS-256
in the following sections.
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4.2.1. Security Parameters of SPHINCS-256

In our proposed scheme, we use SPHINCS-256 to generate digital signature for
integrity and authentication. It uses the following security parameters to provide a quality
trade-off between speed and signature size [33].

• Security parameter n referring to the bit-length of hashes in HORST and WOTS, n = 256.
• Bit length of message, m = 512.
• Height of the hypertree, h = 60.
• Layers of the hypertree, d = 12.
• WOTS parameter, w = 16, used for generating One-time signature.
• Number of HORST secret key elements, t = 216.
• Number of published HORST secret key elements, k = 32.

4.2.2. Security Level of SPHINCS-256

As mentioned above, Bernstein et al. [13] claim that SPHINCS-256 provides 2128

security against the quantum computing attack. However, Chailloux et al. [18] proposed
an efficient quantum algorithm that claims to trim the post-quantum security from 2128 to
2119.6. Moreover, Philippe et al. [42] prove a practical attack exploiting the greedy algorithm
on the HORS signature scheme. To mitigate such quantum threats, we need to increase the
security of the post-quantum SPHINCS-256 scheme. In our proposed algorithm, we infuse
the laws of quantum physics in SPHINCS-256, by using a quantum random number
generator and a quantum key management algorithm.

4.2.3. SPHINCS-256 Tree Construction and Generating Digital Signature

Figure 4 provides the general construction of SPHINCS tree. Figure 5 provides the
mechanism of private and public key generation of both original and modified HORST
algorithm. In the following paragraphs, we first explain the construction of SPHINCS tree
and then dive into HORST private key generation.

Figure 4 provides a generic construction of SPHINCS tree, with h = 9 and d = 3.
The tree provides a hyper tree construction which includes layers of Merkle’s tree with
OTS nodes as WOTS (+) scheme. At the bottom of the tree lies the FTS nodes denoted as

. The Few Time Signature (FTS) scheme used in SPHINCS is HORST algorithm [43].
The HORST algorithm has two keys, namely, the internal secret key or the private key, and
the public key. We have made modification in HORST.

Generally, the HORST algorithm takes as input the seed and the bitmask Q. As shown
in Figure 5, the initial secret key SKH is obtained by feeding seed into a PRNG denoted
as Gt. The Gt(seed) generates SKH = SK1 , SK2 , ... , SKt [13]. However, in our proposed
SPHINCS algorithm, the HORST replaces Gt with QRNGt.

QRNG is a type of TRNG deployed in quantum hardware and it does not rely on
seeding and a deterministic algorithm since it generates random numbers from measuring
or observing quantum processes. A practical QRNG includes a source of randomness
and, a measuring or detection system. The source of randomness is the entropy source
for generating qubits. For example, an optical QRNG inherits randomness from quantum
states of light with the help of a photon source, a polarizing beam splitter and detection
systems [44–46].

The QRNGt generates the truly random secret key SKH = SK1 , SK2 , ... , SKt. It does
not need the seed value. The HORST tree is a binary tree constructed using bitmask Q and,
the leaves, Li, of the tree is computed using cryptographic hash function F on the elements
of the secret key, SKi. Thus, we can denote it as Li = F(SKi) for i ε [t-1]. And the root node
of the constructed binary tree on the Li is the public key of HORST.
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Figure 4. General Construction of SPHINCS tree with h = 9 and d = 3.

Figure 5. Key Generation: (a) Original HORST algorithm and (b) Proposed HORST algorithm.

SPHINCS-256 tree is a combination of four types of trees: Hyper-tree that includes
Merkle’s, WOTS, and HORST. The hyper-tree comprises of Merkle’s tree connected by
WOTS key pairs. Furthermore, the leaves of the SPHINCS-256 are HORS trees. Using the
above-mentioned security parameters, the height of each Merkle tree is h/d = 60/12 = 5.
The HORST tree follows a Merkle’s construction with height τ = log2 t [13].

The SPHINCS-256 follows a stateless Goldreich Signature scheme. Each node of the
tree has an OTS pair. The key pair at the root, at the outermost layer (d− 1), has SPHINCS-
256 public key, PKH and private key, SKd−1 as shown in Figure 6. However, the message is
first signed with the FTS scheme, named HORST, situated is at the bottom of the tree. We
used the following steps to generate the signature.
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• We obtain the HORST secret key using QRNG, and using the HORS tree algorithm,
we obtain its root key, which is the public key. The obtained HORST instances are
used to sign the message.

• The obtained HORST signature comprises of k keys, and their respective authentica-
tion paths are a part of the SPHINCS-256 signature.

• We then sign the public key of each tree, obtained from the lower layer trees, with
WOTS instances as we climb the SPHINCS-256 tree. The signatures obtained in each
layer along with its corresponding authentication path to a public key, the root of
SPHINCS-256 tree.

After obtaining the signature, the RTU sends the concatenation of SPHINCS-256 public
key PK, cipher obtained, and the signature generated by SPHINCS-256 algorithm.

4.2.4. Verification

The MTU receives the package and deciphers the cipher using the same quantum key
and, obtains the signature Signh , Signwots , Authentication Path. The RTU derives the digest
of cipher by using the OTS parameters hidden in Sign. Using the SPHINCS tree algorithm,
it generates and validates the authentication path. The MTU also obtains its public key,
PKderived, to validate the signature.

4.3. Relationship between Keys and Their Derivations in Our Proposed Scheme

In the following paragraphs, to address the relationship between keys and their
derivations, we explain our proposed main framework, and then explain how the SPHINCS-
256 public key is generated and to whom it is related or derived from. We have also added
three figures. Figures 2 and 3 provide the structure of our proposed scheme. Figure 4
provides the general construction of a SPHINCS tree. Figure 6 shows the computation of
SPHINCS at the topmost layer of the tree.

In our proposed framework, as shown in Figures 2 and 3, we use two primary keys:

1. Symmetric Key, QK, derived from Quantum Key Distribution.
2. A public key, PK, derived from SPHINCS-256 algorithm.

Flow of the proposed algorithm: The symmetric key, QK, finalised from the authen-
ticated QKD, is used to encrypt the message (data gathered by RTU) to generate cipher.
The sender copies the message before encryption, and the message copy is fed to the
SPHINCS-256 to generate signature and the public key, PK. A tuple containing Cipher,
Signature and public key is sent to the receiver. The public key, PK, is used to validate the
signature when received by the receiver.

From the above explanation, we can conclude that the public key, PK, of SPHINCS-256
is not derived from the symmetric key, QK. This feature makes the framework secure since
the public key does not carry the essence of the symmetric key, QK because QK is used to
encrypt the message.

However, the SPHINCS-256 algorithm has key generation phase which generates
its own key pair, (Public key, Private key). The Public key is the PK used in our main
framework, explained above and in Figures 2 and 3.

Key Generation in SPHINCS-256 [13,43]: The SPHINCS-256 tree is based on hyper
tree construction. When the SPHINCS-256 tree is seen as bottom to top approach, the bot-
tom layer of tree has leaf trees as HORST tree with its own leaves. The leaf of the HORST
tree is denoted as Li and the root of the HORST tree is PKH . The Li is computed by hashing
the elements of HORST secret/private key, SKH . In Figure 4, we can see that the root node
of the below tree is computed to generate the leaf of the following above tree which further
generates its own root node. Thus, in simple terms, we can say that the private key of
HORST tree is further computed, passing through the main tree via FTS node, OTS nodes
and hash nodes, to generate the root of the main tree, SPHINCS-256 public key. Thus,
SPHINCS-256 public key, PK, is deterministically derived from HORST private or secret
key, SKH .
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In our proposed scheme, only the HORST secret key, SKH , is generated by QRNG.
Thus, the QRNG is used only once in the SPHINCS-256 tree. And, it is used only in the
HORST tree.

For a detailed view, Figure 6 shows a SPHINCS tree with d layers, and the root
computation of SPHINCS-256 public key, PK, at d-1 layer. The d-1 layer has the secret
key, SKd−1, computed and passed on from the below trees. The SKd−1 is further hashed
to generate seed. The seed along with bitmask is fed to the WOTS scheme to generate
public key of WOTS, PKWOTS . The Leaf, Li(d−1) is computed by hashing PKWOTS. And,
the Li(d−1) is fed to binary hash tree to obtain the root of the main tree, PK.

Figure 6. SPHINCS tree with d layers. It shows the computation at d-1 layer. The d-1 layer is the topmost layer which has
key pairs: (1) Public Key, PK. (2) Private or secret key, SKd−1.

5. Formal Analysis of the Proposed Scheme

We have performed a formal analysis of our proposed scheme. We used PRISM [47],
a probabilistic model checker, for key generation and Scyther [48] for encryption and
digital signature.

5.1. Analysis of Key Generation Phase

We verified the B92 protocol based on the Discrete-Time Markov chain by using the
PRISM tool [49]. There are three main steps to build a PRISM model. The first step is
system specification, involving building a model of a given system with modules, variables,
and constants. We constructed three modules, mainly Alice, Bob, and Eve. The second
step is property specification, which addresses the two hypothetical questions: How much
information is leaked processing the protocol? Can the B92 protocol discard or prevent the
eavesdropping attack? Thus, we created two properties to address the questions, namely,
Probability of detecting an eavesdropper (Eve) and, Probability that Eve measures more than half
of the information correctly. The third step is feeding the model into the PRISM tool [49].
We created two models [50,51], namely, B92 protocol with Intercept Resend attack, and B92
protocol with Random Substitute attack.
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PRISM is a probabilistic model checker that indicates design flaws in the security
protocol before moving to the simulation phase and deploying in a real-time hardware
setting. Thus, PRISM does not address the challenges during hardware implementation.
Based on Sibson et al. [20] ‘s experiment on the BB84 protocol, the researchers have observed
that the secret key rate is 345 kbps with a clock rate of 560 MHz and QBER of 1.05%.
Moreover, Rishab et al. [52] ‘s paper provides both experimental implementations and
software simulation of the B92 protocol. The practical implementation shows the key
rate and QBER is 51 ± 0.5 Kbits/sec and 4.79% ± 0.01%, respectively. The B92 protocol
simulation generates a key rate of 52.83 ± 0.36 Kbits/s and QBER of and 4.79% ± 0.01%.

While conducting formal analysis using PRISM, we considered the worst-case scenario
of information leakage. The worst-case scenario is that Eve reads more than half of the
qubits over the quantum channel correctly. Because, When Eve measures the qubits, there is
a 50% probability of using the wrong basis. Further, the probability of getting a correct
qubit state using the wrong basis is 50%. Thus, 25% of the qubits measured by the receiver
is incorrect, and 75% of the qubits measured are correct. Therefore, currently, we are
considering more than 50% information leakage. Moreover, simulation of B92 in PRISM
deals with a low number of qubits due to computational limitations and significantly high
elapsed time.

5.1.1. B92 with Intercept-Resend Attack Model

The Intercept-Resend attack model is based on active eavesdropping. Eve tries to
read the qubits or bits of information, exchanged through quantum and public channels,
during key generation [49]. Figure 7 shows the probability of detecting Eve. Figure 8 shows
the probability of detecting information leakage more than N/2, while N is the number
of qubits.

Figure 7. Probability of detecting Eve during Intercept Resend Attack.
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Figure 8. Probability that EVE measures more than half of the information correctly during Intercept Resend Attack.

5.1.2. B92 with Random-Substitute Attack Model

A Random-Substitute attack is a cloning attack. The eavesdropper measures the
qubits, which disturbs the state of the qubit. The eavesdropper attempts to duplicate the
original state of the qubit and sends it to Bob. Figure 9 shows the probability of detecting
Eve. Figure 10 shows the probability of detecting information leakage more than N/2 by
Eve, where N is the number of qubits and N ∈ Z+.

Therefore, we conclude that the probability that Eve is detected increases exponentially
with the number of qubits. Furthermore, the probability that an Eve obtains a correct
measurement result for over half the transmissions decreases exponentially with N. We also
conclude that an Intercept-Resend attack is more plausible to cloak an Eve’s presence than
a Random-Substitute attack.

Figure 9. Probability of detecting Eve during Random Substitute Attack.
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Figure 10. Probability that EVE measures more than half of the information correctly during Random Substitute Attack.

5.2. Analysis of Encryption and Digital Signature Phase

We use Scyther to verify the post-quantum scheme used in our proposed framework.
Scyther is an open-source tool used for automatic verification of security protocols [48].
The verification is based on three main aspects: (1) Logical message components verify
whether a key is public, secret, constant, or freshly generated in each run. (2) Message
structure includes key pairing, encryption, signature, and hash schemes. (3) Message order
verifies the synchronization and involvement of agents.

To build a model in Scyther, we use roles and events to send and receive messages
between two agents. We have also used claims that refers to the intended security properties.
We verified two properties, secrecy and authentication. Secrecy analyzes, whether either of
the involved agents, communicates to a trusted party on a dubious channel. Authentication
addresses the aliveness of agents, synchronization, the commitment of the protocol and,
message agreement between two parties [48]. Figure 11 shows the verification results of the
proposed scheme. We conclude that using quantum scheme in the SPHINCS-256 algorithm
makes our proposed algorithm resistant to classical and quantum threats.
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Figure 11. The encryption and signature phase verified by Scyther tool.

6. Results

We have implemented our proposed scheme in Python 3.6. We used the Quantum
Information Toolkit [53] to simulate the instances based on quantum physics. Furthermore,
to validate our hypothesis, we have generated results and performed a statistical analysis
of measured variables. Table 3 provides a list of NIST tests executed on the algorithms
used in the current and our proposed scheme. We present the results of our algorithm in
the following sections.

Table 3. NIST tests on algorithms.

NIST Tests for Randomness

RSA and ECDSA (AGA-12) B92 (in our proposed algorithm) QRNG and Chacha-12 SPHINCS-256
(in our proposed algorithm)

Frequency Test (Monobit) Frequency Test (Monobit) Frequency Test (Monobit)
Frequency Test within a Block Frequency Test within a Block Frequency Test within a Block
Run Test Run Test Run Test
Longest Run of Ones in a Block Longest Run of Ones in a Block Longest Run of Ones in a Block
Discrete Fourier Transform (Spectral) Test Discrete Fourier Transform (Spectral) Test Binary Matrix Rank Test
Serial Test 1 and 2 Serial Test 1 and 2 Discrete Fourier Transform (Spectral) Test
Approximate Entropy Test Approximate Entropy Test Non-Overlapping Template Matching Test
Cumulative Sums Forward Test Cumulative Sums Forward Test Overlapping Template Matching Test
Cumulative Sums Reverse Test Cumulative Sums Reverse Test Maurer’s Universal Statistical test
Random Excursions Test Linear Complexity Test
Random Excursions Variant Test Serial Test 1 and 2

Approximate Entropy Test
Cumulative Sums (Forward) Test
Cumulative Sums (Reverse) Test
Random Excursions Test
Random Excursions Variant Test

6.1. Results Obtained in the Key Generation Phase of the Proposed Scheme

We have implemented our proposed framework in Python using the Quantum Infor-
mation toolbox. A practical quantum channel consists of noise from the channel imper-
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fections. To simulate such a channel, we implemented the logic of the binary symmetric
channel. It sends and receives a message in binary with error probability p [54].

During key generation, we implemented and observed two scenarios, with and
without Eve. Figures 12 and 13 show that whenever Eve is present, 70% of the time,
QBER > 25. In the remaining 30% of the cases, the QBER was around 20%. In Figure 13,
the green bar represents QBER < 25% and, the blue bar represents QBER > 25%. Figure 14
exhibits that out of 10 simulations, the mean execution time of the B92 protocol is 0.0198 s.

Figure 12. Percentage of cases when QBER is greater and less than 25% in the presence of an Eve in B92 protocol.

Figure 13. QBER in the presence of an Eve in B92 protocol over 10 simulations.
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Figure 14. Execution Time of B92 protocol.

To perform a comparative analysis between two scenarios, Eve and without Eve,
we used the following variables.

• Sifted key size
• QBER
• Incorrect basis count
• Final Key size

Table 4 depicts that only QBER gets affected by the presence of Eve. Since QBER
is used to discard the keys, if QBER>25, the other variables, mainly the final key and
sifted key, do not vary much. Furthermore, the incorrect basis count does not show much
difference with or without Eve.

Table 4. Comparative Analysis of B92 in presence of Eve vs B92 in absence of Eve.

Simulation in Presence of Eve Simulation in Absence of EveVariables Measured 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Final Key (bits) 63 63 63 63 61 62 62 63 63 60

Incorrect Basis Count
(IBC)

252 264 259 260 259 256 260 262 248 268

QBER (%) 21.5 24.4 20 22 24 9.83 8 4 9.61 12.5

Sifted Key (bits) 260 248 253 252 253 256 252 250 264 244

There are 15 tests for randomness in the NIST statistical test suite. All tests are not
suited or required for all random number generators as it depends on various factors,
mainly, sample size and algorithms used [55,56]. We are using a 512-bit key size for raw
key and 62-bit key size for the final key. We followed Doganaksoy et al.’s paper [56] to use
the appropriate statistical tests on both raw key and final key. We generated ten final and
raw keys for testing. All ten keys passed the tests. Thus, we conclude that both the raw
key and final key are random in each simulation. Tables 5 and 6 provide the p-values of
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the statistical tests on raw key and final key, respectively. Since the p-values are greater
than 0.01, the NIST tool concludes the sequences to be random.

Table 5. p-values of appropriate NIST statistical tests on Randomness applied to Raw Key (512 bit) of B92. Conclusion: Random.

p-
Values
of
Raw
Keys

Frequency
Test

Frequency
Test within
a Block

Run
Test

Longest
Run of
Ones
in a
Block

Discrete
Fourier
Transform
(Spectral)
Test

Serial
Test 1

Serial
Test 2

Approx-
Imate
Entropy
Test

Cumulative
Sums
(Forward)
Test

Cummu-
Lative
Sums
(Reverse)
Test

1 0.92956 0.65024 0.42611 0.13129 0.62649 0.99402 0.99932 1 0.89202 0.81876

2 0.11161 0.12026 0.54970 0.29407 0.93535 0.49896 0.07918 1 0.22321 0.18615

3 0.79088 0.44540 0.53400 0.02329 0.25614 0.15865 0.14452 1 0.49993 0.73751

4 0.47950 0.32088 0.67429 0.26711 0.46539 0.49896 0.23917 1 0.69601 0.36965

5 0.42632 0.94899 0.36125 0.89453 0.62649 0.49896 0.36062 1 0.57476 0.53660

6 0.72367 0.54742 0.33355 0.20087 0.93535 0.49896 0.36062 1 0.61422 0.92314

7 0.929568 0.66149 0.85941 0.37619 0.62649 0.69077 0.85568 1 0.85688 0.77868

8 0.536101 0.09507 0.98649 0.79974 0.93535 0.69077 0.36062 1 0.89202 0.36965

9 0.376759 0.75873 0.17306 0.73362 0.62649 0.06722 0.63695 1 0.46486 0.65476

10 0.790882 0.19682 0.01713 0.25351 0.93535 0.49896 0.49853 1 0.77868 0.73751

Table 6. p-values of appropriate NIST statistical Tests on Randomness applied to Final Key (mean size = 62 bit) of B92.
Conclusion: Random.

p-
Values
of
Final
Keys

Frequency
Test

Frequency
Test
within a
Block

Run
Test

Discrete
Fourier
Transform
(Spectral) Test

Serial
Test 1

Serial
Test 2

Approximate
Entropy Test

Cumulative
Sums
(Forward)
Test

Cumulative
Sums
(Reverse)
Test

1 0.44605 0.44605 0.34151 0.59996 0.49896 0.49853 1 0.25500 0.84788

2 0.52873 0.52873 0.49381 0.93090 0.49896 0.49853 1 0.85301 0.85301

3 0.52873 0.52873 0.06409 0.02604 0.49896 0.49853 1 0.41518 0.85301

4 0.20408 0.20408 0.06066 0.52153 0.49896 0.49853 1 0.19747 0.15080

5 0.10145 0.10145 0.03904 0.28487 0.49896 0.49853 1 0.11756 0.15551

6 0.44605 0.44605 0.55704 0.52153 0.49896 0.49853 1 0.50516 0.50516

7 0.44605 0.44605 0.55704 0.52153 0.49896 0.49853 1 0.50516 0.50516

8 0.52873 0.52873 0.02740 0.28487 0.49896 0.99813 1 0.94315 0.51267

9 0.20408 0.20408 0.04177 0.04177 0.49896 0.49853 1 0.32478 0.32478

10 0.61145 0.61145 0.19079 0.59996 0.49896 0.49853 1 0.73271 0.94027

6.2. Comparative Analysis between SPHINCS-QRNG and Current Algorithms Used in AGA-12

To address the first set of research questions, we implemented and performed a
comparative analysis between the Digital signature algorithm used, RSA and ECDSA,
in AGA-12 vs. Quantum Key Distribution protocol and SPHINCS-256 with the QRNG
algorithm in our proposed scheme. We performed five simulations for RSA and ECDSA
and generated five key pairs for each algorithm. We tested the keys by performing the
appropriate NIST statistical tests for randomness. Figure 15 shows the observations that
they do not satisfy 100% of them.

The 192-bit private key and 384-bit public key of ECDSA passed 96% of the NIST tests
over five simulations. RSA private key size with 2048 bit passed 90% of the NIST tests
over five simulations, and RSA public passed 98% of them. In contrast, the raw key and
final key in QKD passed all the tests (100%) over ten simulations. Moreover, SPHINCS-256,
with QRNG key pairs, passed 98% of the tests over five simulations.
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Figure 15. Percentage of passed tests, by RSA, ECDSA and SPHINCS-QRNG key pairs, based on NIST statistical test suite
on randomness.

6.3. Results Obtained in the Signature Generation Phase

To address the second set of research questions, we implemented both algorithms:
SPHINCS-256 using Chacha12 PRNG and SPHINCS-256 using QRNG to generate HORST
secret key. We named the two models SPHINCS-Chacha12 and SPHINCS-QRNG. For com-
parative analysis, we considered the root of the SPHINCS tree as the public key. And, we
considered the private key of the SPHINCS tree at the topmost (d-1) layer. The signature
size obtained in both models is 27873 bytes. We generated five random numbers from
each algorithm and fed each of them to the NIST statistical tool. We compared both the
algorithms by measuring execution time, testing randomness of the generators used in
each algorithm, and based on Datcu et al.’s [57] research on testing Chacha12 PRNG.

6.3.1. Comparative Analysis of SPHINCS-QRNG and SPHINCS-Chacha12 Based on
Execution Time

Figure 16 shows that the execution time of SPHINCS QRNG is more than that of the
existing SPHINCS algorithm with PRNG. The mean execution time of SPHINCS-QRNG
public key is 160 µs, and of the private key is 238.89 µs. Whereas, in SPHINCS-Chacha12
algorithm, the average time to generate the public key 112.15 µs and the private key is
110.12 µs.
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Figure 16. Execution Time for SPHINCS-Chacha12 vs. SPHINCS-QRNG

Moreover, we also performed a comparative analysis based on theoretical performance.
Since SPHINCS is a h/d-ary certification tree, Daniel et al. [13] provided a rough theoretical
run time values based on the count of pseudo random number functions (PRFs), PRNG and,
hashes. The total height of hyper tree is h with d multiple layers of trees. It takes d2h/d

OTS key generations, d2h/d + 2 PRF calls, d2h/d + 1 PRNG calls and 2t + d(( l (w +1))
2h/d − 1) hashes. HORST uses parameter t, such that t = 2τ . The height of the HORST
tree is τ = log t. WOTS uses a signature size and runtime tradeoff parameter w such that
w ∈ N. However, the time complexity of RSA is O(n2) and that of ECC is O(n3)) [58].
Further, all pseudo-random number generator requires O(n) bit operations. In contrast,
QRNG based on Hadamard transformation can be computed in O(nlogn) operations in
classical hardware and, in O(1) in quantum hardware [59,60]. Therefore, we conclude that
theoretically, the computational complexity of our proposed algorithm is higher than that
of existing SPHINCS based on PRNG and AGA-12.

6.3.2. Comparative Analysis of SPHINCS-QRNG and SPHINCS-Chacha12 Based
on Randomness

To test the randomness of the quantum random number generator (QRNG), we used
all 15 tests of the NIST statistical test suite and, the QRNG passed all of them in every
simulation. Thus, we conclude that QRNG is truly random. Table 7 displays the p-values
of random number generated by QRNG used in SPHINCS-256. As the p-values ≥ 0.01,
the NIST tool concludes the sequence to be random with a confidence of 99%. Figures 17
and 18 display the results of Random Excursions Test and Random Excursions Variant Test,
respectively for SPHINCS-QRNG. The Random Excursions test executes sub-tests on each
of the following states; −4,−3,−2,−1, +1, +2, +3 and +4, to check the frequency of visits
to a cumulative sums state within a cycle of a random walk matches with that one would
expect for random sequence [55]. For a certain state, if the p-value ≥ 0.01, the sequence is
random. For example, in Figure 17, the p-value of QRN 1 with state +1 is approximately
0.8492. Thus, the sequence at state +1 is random.
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Table 7. p-values of appropriate NIST Statistical Tests for Random and PRNG applied on Quantum Random Number Generator(QRNG)
used in SPHINCS-256.

p-Values of QRNG Used in SPHINCS-256 QRN 1 QRN 2 QRN 3 QRN 4 QRN 5

Frequency Test (Monobit) 0.852444761 0.011735483 0.149302374 0.406538784 0.649828827

Frequency Test within a Block 0.161769992 0.733286939 0.575099934 0.665007898 0.518616736

Run Test 0.217961992 0.827155028 0.32712429 0.732869216 0.924945411

Longest Run of Ones in a Block 0.513396784 0.969974739 0.637115311 0.248794857 0.913444629

Binary Matrix Rank Test 0.262333935 0.822162028 0.862431288 0.111413103 0.071873969

Discrete Fourier Transform (Spectral) Test 0.142033423 0.011616891 0.157596656 0.776045999 0.613759295

Non-Overlapping Template Matching Test 0.63600041 0.504047187 0.415637608 0.169519974 0.262129471

Overlapping Template Matching Test 0.200756533 0.505736739 0.353171054 0.591057811 0.508073676

Maurer’s Universal Statistical test 0.124605474 0.243079644 0.01674513 0.73273627 0.889955415

Linear Complexity Test 0.8575379 0.547314553 0.126281648 0.190952376 0.371943788

Serial test 1 0.667804599 0.9238906 0.773287042 0.949470145 0.285436568

Serial test 2 0.691057349 0.953760341 0.7814567 0.920487151 0.576467535

Approximate Entropy Test 0.569869981 0.89057965 0.092335008 0.350697922 0.18177552

Cumulative Sums (Forward) Test 0.800359989 0.013619809 0.215229911 0.508140027 0.69796035

Cumulative Sums (Reverse) Test 0.943118012 0.018863213 0.268772338 0.771928763 0.764505358

Figure 17. Results of Random Excursions Test on Quantum Random Number Generator(QRNG) used in SPHINCS-256.
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Figure 18. Results of Random Excursions Variant Test on Quantum Random Number Generator(QRNG) used in SPHINCS-256.

The Random Excursions Variant test verifies whether the number of visits to a particu-
lar state in a cumulative sum random walk deviates from the expected number of visits in
the random walk. It considers 18 states consisting of {−9,−8, . . . , +8, +9} and, if the p-value
of a particular state is greater than or equal to 0.01, that means the sequence is random.
However, when we ran all 15 tests on a random number generated by SPHINCS-Chacha12,
it does not pass 100% of the NIST statistical tests. The pseudo-random number, PRN 5,
generated by Chacha-12, failed the Maurer’s Universal Statistical test. Also, PRN 1 and
PRN 5 does not pass the Random Excursions Test and Random Excursions Variant Test
with all states. Table 8, Figures 19 and 20 exhibit the results of the randomness of Chacha-12
PRNG tested by NIST statistical test suite.

We performed 15 statistical analysis on five random numbers for each algorithm.
Thus, we performed 15 × 5 = 75 tests. Out of 75 tests, Chacha-12 passed 70 tests and,
QRNG passed all of them. Figure 21 exhibits a graph that shows Chacha-12 PRNG scored
93.3%, and QRNG scored 100% for successfully passing the tests. The Chacha-12 algorithm
is feasible for resource-constrained devices [61]. However, Datcu et al. [57], showed
that secure PRNG Chacha does not pass all the statistical tests of Monte-Carlo analysis.
Moreover, ID Quantique has developed a QRNG chip for critical infrastructure involving
the Internet of Things (IoT) and other resource constrained devices [19]. Table 9 provides a
synthesis of results obtained from comparative analysis of the proposed algorithm, RSA,
ECDSA and SPHINCS-256.
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Table 8. p-values of appropriate NIST Statistical Tests for Random and PRNG applied on Chacha-12 used in SPHINCS-256.

p-Values of PRNG Used in SPHINCS-256 PRN 1 PRN 2 PRN 3 PRN 4 PRN 5

Frequency Test (Monobit) 0.756560956 0.61285665 1 0.87288107 0.76723008

Frequency Test within a Block 0.466408066 0.2519857 0.66537382 0.05620039 0.27892162

Run Test 0.046601502 0.41321088 0.95693516 0.93466707 0.13415598

Longest Run of Ones in a Block 0.39001338 0.57336093 0.31763597 0.60612676 0.43188342

Binary Matrix Rank Test 0.234372205 0.70947779 0.89969577 0.38005323 0.77390385

Discrete Fourier Transform (Spectral) Test 0.520636833 0.87603089 0.52063683 0.21202315 0.4798148

Non-Overlapping Template Matching Test 0.17548433 0.67642991 0.08873813 0.25081909 0.0158475

Overlapping Template Matching Test 0.341609907 0.93826949 0.03571624 0.88583617 0.19903682

Maurer’s Universal Statistical test 0.251209205 0.22365261 0.37912508 0.21287032 0.00739755

Linear Complexity Test 0.636767031 0.43256403 0.95718573 0.68049537 0.26611467

Serial test 1 0.266168112 0.04303137 0.85174723 0.77514063 0.06351778

Serial test 2 0.111246791 0.36341311 0.71254001 0.62943052 0.1555089

Approximate Entropy Test 0.991465303 0.50945017 0.72260759 0.55896218 0.70516401

Cumulative Sums (Forward) Test 0.550993298 0.64760991 0.550134 0.6264806 0.39388365

Cumulative Sums (Reverse) Test 0.834146968 0.85546589 0.550134 0.77562923 0.22547471

Figure 19. Results of Random Excursions Test on Chacha-12 PRNG used in SPHINCS-256.
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Figure 20. Results of Random Excursions Variant Test on Chacha-12 PRNG used in SPHINCS-256.

Figure 21. Percentage of passed tests for randomness scored by Chacha-12 and QRNG.
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Table 9. Synthesis of comparative analysis of the proposed algorithm, RSA, ECDSA and SPHINCS-256.

Algorithms

Public
Key
Size
(bits)

Private
Key
Size
(bits)

Raw
key
Size
(bits)

Final
Key
Size
(bits)

QBER
(mean)

Percentage
of
Passed
NIST
Randomness
Tests

Execution Time/
Time Complexity

RSA 1041 2048 N/A N/A No intrusion
detection

Private key:
92% Public key:
98%

O (n2)

ECDSA 384 192 N/A N/A No intrusion
detection 96% O (n3)

The
proposed
algorithm

34303 34814 512 62
15.584%
Detects
eavesdropping.

Both keys:
98% QRNG:
100%

d2h/d OTS key generations
d2h/d + 2 PRF calls.

d2h/d + 1 PRNG calls
and
2t + d(( l (w +1)) 2h/d− )1 hashes
QRNG :
O(nlogn) in classical hardware.
O(1) in quantum hardware.
Public Key Generation:
160 µs
Private Key Generation:
238.89 µs

SPHINCS-256 34303 34814 N/A N/A No intrusion
detection

Chacha-12:
93.3%

d2h/d OTS key generations
2dh/d + 2 PRF calls.
d2h/d + 1 PRNG calls
and
2t + d(( l (w +1)) 2h/d−)1 hashes
PRNG : O(n) bit operations.
Public Key Generation:
112.5 µs
Private Key Generation:
110.12 µs

7. Conclusions

We have proposed a collision and preimage resistant framework for ensuring SCADA
system security. SPHINCS-256, a post-quantum algorithm, provides 2128 security against a
quantum threat. However, researchers have increased the efficiency and speed of quantum
algorithm based on Grover’s algorithm, which reduces the post-quantum security from
2128 to 2119.6 in a quantum setting. Therefore, we proposed to use B92, a quantum key
distribution protocol, to obtain the cipher and a quantum random number generator to
generate a truly random number for the HORST secret key used in SPHINCS-256. We have
formally verified our proposed scheme by using PRISM and Scyther. We conclude that
with the number of qubits, the probability of detecting intruder Eve increases exponentially,
decreasing the likelihood of information leakage. Furthermore, B92 is more likely to
detect Eve’s presence in case of a Random-Substitute attack than an Intercept-Resend
attack. We validated our hypothesis by simulating our proposed scheme and performing
statistical analysis. We analyzed the randomness of RSA, ECDSA keys used in AGA-12
against the randomness of the quantum key used in our proposed algorithm. We observe
that keys generated by QKD satisfy 100% of the NIST randomness tests, unlike RSA and
ECDSA keys. RSA private key passed 90%, and ECDSA keys passed 96% of the tests.
We also performed a comparative analysis between two algorithms, SPHINCS-256 with
Chacha-12 and SPHINCS-256 with QRNG. We observe that the Quantum Random Number
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Generator passes all the statistical tests for randomness, unlike Chacha-12 PRNG. However,
in computational hardware, the computation cost of our proposed SPHINCS-QRNG is
higher than that of AGA-12 and the existing SPHINCS-PRNG algorithm. Thus, we conclude
that there is a trade-off between security and computation cost. Our proposed framework,
using true random numbers based on uncertainty and quantum superposition principles,
provides more resistance than AGA-12 and SPHINCS-256 against quantum and classical
threats. Moreover, as part of future work, we will propose a quantum-resistant encryption
algorithm and compare it with various encryption algorithms to obtain a more effective
cipher for the SCADA security framework.
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